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…  a lot of powerful advice in a simple, easy-to-read guide to managing all your 
technology!

…  Everyone should have this book. I suggest that you read it from cover to cover and 
then keep it as a reference … If you have one book on technology, this is it!

… Great book—easy to read and very relevant to today’s connected world.

…  he has thoughtfully assembled his success formulas and tricks into a book for the 
general reader. Expert and experienced readers would benefit from reading it, too.

… Tom Pyke’s Too Smart is the right book at the right time.

… an indispensable guide for today’s connected life.

… The writing flows well and is easy to read … I would recommend the book.

…  explains in plain language all anyone needs to know when buying, using, and 
surviving technology. Full of great explanations, tips, and sage advice.  
Too Smart entertains, teaches, and puts all the new gadgets into perspective.

…  Entertaining and informative guide for both experienced and less experienced 
users among us.

… This book is a must-read for anyone who does anything online.

“ Too Smart is the definitive tech owner’s manual to make  
your drive on the internet highway a safe, fun, and  
rewarding journey.”

—Carl Staton, Former Federal CIO

“ Tom Pyke’s Too Smart offers techniques for getting our 
connectivity under control. And just in time, too, as the  
next-generation augmented-video, mobile-gigabit 
Internet of Things is already on its way.”

—Professor Bob Metcalfe, Internet Pioneer, Ethernet inventor, 3Com Founder

“ Too Smart provides excellent, practical advice on cybersecurity to help 
individuals protect their personal information and high-tech devices.”

—Franklin Reeder, Founding Chair and Director Emeritus, Center for Internet Security


